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It is shown that a lossless first-order optical system whose real symplectic ray transformation matrix can be
diagonalized and has only unimodular eigenvalues is similar to a separable fractional Fourier transformer in
the sense that the ray transformation matrices of the unimodular system and the separable fractional Fourier
transformer are related by means of a similarity transformation. Moreover, it is shown that the system that
performs this similarity transformation is itself a lossless first-order optical system. Based on the fact that
Hermite–Gauss functions are the eigenfunctions of a fractional Fourier transformer, the eigenfunctions of a
unimodular first-order optical system can be formulated and belong to the recently introduced class of ortho-
normal Hermite–Gaussian-type modes. Two decompositions of a unimodular first-order optical system are con-
sidered, and one of them is used to derive an easy optical realization in more detail. © 2006 Optical Society of
America
OCIS codes: 070.2580, 070.4690, 080.2730, 120.4820.t
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A
i. INTRODUCTION
ecently there has been some interest in signal transfor-
ations that possess unimodular eigenvalues, especially
n view of the easy fractionalization of such
ransformations.1,2 In particular, we mention cyclic
ransformations,3–5 for which the eigenvalues are not only
 periodic, but, in addition, the argument of each eigen-
alue shows a rational relationship to 2.
One of the important transformations used in optical
ignal processing is the linear canonical integral
ransformation,6,7 which corresponds to a first-order opti-
al system.8 In this paper we consider lossless first-order
ptical systems that have the additional property that the
igenvalues of their real symplectic ray transformation
atrices8,9 are unimodular; moreover, we require that the
ay transformation matrix can be diagonalized. Such sys-
ems and ray transformation matrices will be called uni-
odular; although not explicitly stated, the term unimo-
ular thus implicitly implies that the ray transformation
atrix is diagonalizable.
Sections 2 and 3 are devoted to some preparatory work
n the description of a general lossless first-order optical
ystem, its real symplectic ray transformation matrix T,
nd the linear canonical integral transformation that
uch a system performs on an optical signal. In Section 4,
e turn our attention to a system with a diagonalizable
ay transformation matrix, and we determine the eigen-
alues n and the eigenvectors qn of this matrix. In par-
icular, we show that these eigenvalues and eigenvectors
an be combined into an eigenvalue matrix  and an ei-
envector matrix Q in such a way that these matrices are
ymplectic, albeit complex. This section concludes with
he particular forms that the eigenvalue matrix  andf
1084-7529/06/081875-9/$15.00 © 2he eigenvector matrix Qu take in the special case of a
nimodular (and diagonalizable) ray transformation ma-
rix Tu. From that point on, we stay in the realm of uni-
odular systems and ray transformation matrices, and
e show in Section 5 that the eigenvector matrixQu takes
form that allows us to decompose the unimodular sys-
em (with ray transformation matrix Tu) into a separable
ractional Fourier transformer (with ray transformation
atrix Tf) embedded in between a general lossless first-
rder subsystem and its inverse (with ray transformation
atrices M and M−1, respectively): Tu=MTfM−1. Some
xamples are treated in Section 6.
In Section 7 we show how this decomposition allows us
o formulate the eigenfunctions of the unimodular sys-
em. We will conclude that these eigenfunctions belong to
he recently introduced class of orthonormal Hermite–
aussian-type modes, which arise at the output of a loss-
ess first-order system when the common Hermite–Gauss
odes are presented at the system’s input. An alternative
ecomposition, where the Iwasawa decomposition of real
ymplectic matrices is used, is presented in Section 8 and
onsists of a so-called orthosymplectic system embedded
n between two lenses and two magnifiers. This alterna-
ive decomposition has less degrees of freedom than the
ecomposition MTfM−1 (but still enough to reach all pos-
ible diagonalizable real symplectic matrices with unimo-
ular eigenvalues) and is thus better suited for the con-
truction of unimodular first-order optical systems. An
ptical realization based on this alternative decomposi-
ion is presented in Section 9.
. FIRST-ORDER OPTICAL SYSTEMS
ny lossless first-order optical system can be described by
ts ray transformation matrix,8,9 which relates the posi-006 Optical Society of America
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o and direction po of the outgoing ray:
ropo = Tripi = A BC Dripi . 1
he ray transformation matrix T of such a system is real
nd symplectic; symplecticity can be expressed elegantly
n the form
A BC D−1 =  Dt −Bt−Ct At , or T−1 = JTtJ 2
ith
J = i0 − II 0 , J = J−1 = J† = − Jt, 3
here I is the identity matrix and 0 is the null matrix; as
sual, the superscript t denotes transposition, and the su-
erscript † is used to denote the combined action of trans-
osition and complex conjugation. As some well-known
ne-dimensional examples we mention
1 z0 1 ,  1 0− 1/f 1,  0 w
2
− w−2 0  4
see Ref. 9 Appendix B.3 and B.4), and in particular,10
Tf =  cos  w2 sin − w−2 sin  cos   , 5
orresponding to a section of free space with distance z, a
ens with focal length f, a Fourier transformer with scal-
ng w, and a fractional Fourier transformer10–13 with frac-
ional angle  (and scaling w), respectively, acting on light
ith wavelength .
Two commonly used coherent-optical realizations of
one-dimensional) fractional Fourier transformers10 are
uggested by Lohmann: setup (a) consisting of one thin
cylindrical) lens with focal length f, preceded and fol-
owed by two identical distances z of free space, and setup
b) consisting of two identical thin (cylindrical) lenses
ith focal lengths f, separated by a distance z. The rela-
ion among z, f, and the fractional angle  reads z
2f sin2 /2 in both setups, whereas w2=f sin  in
etup (a) and w2=f tan /2 in setup (b). Usually we
ork with normalized variables r¬r /w and p¬pw so
hat the fractional Fourier transformer [see Eq. (5)] cor-
esponds to a mere rotation in rp space, x ,px , y ,py , . . .,
hrough an angle . Two crossed one-dimensional frac-
ional Fourier transformers, with different ratios z / f, but
ith identical total length 2z [in setup (a)] or z [in setup
b)], lead to a two-dimensional, separable fractional
ourier transformer.
The one-dimensional fractional Fourier transformer
ith ray transformation matrix Tf [see Eq. (5)] is a
ractional version of the normal Fourier transformer, for
hich = /2 [see the rightmost matrix in expression (4)].
he ray transformation matrix Tf has unimodular ei-
envalues 1,2=exp±i, and it is well known from the
imilarity property in matrix theory (Ref. 14, Chap. 13)
hat when such a matrix is embedded in between a matrix
and its inverse M−1, the resulting matrix MT M−1fas the same unimodular eigenvalues. It will be clear
hat this holds not only in the case of a one-dimensional
ractional Fourier transformer, but also in the case of a
eparable higher-dimensional one, with ray transforma-
ion matrix Tf1 ,2 , . . . . Moreover, if M is a real sym-
lectic matrix (and thus the ray transformation matrix of
lossless first-order optical system), the resulting matrix
Tf1 ,2 , . . . M−1 is also real and symplectic.
In this paper we will show that the inverse is also true:
ach diagonalizable real symplectic matrix with unimo-
ular eigenvalues is similar to the ray transformation
atrix Tf of a separable fractional Fourier transformer
nd can be written in the form MTfM−1, with M a real
ymplectic matrix. Note that not all matrices can be di-
gonalized; the ray transformation matrices that belong
o a section of free space and to a lens [see the leftmost
nd central matrices in expression (4) with their eigenval-
es equal to 1] are two obvious optical examples of non-
iagonalizable matrices.
. LINEAR CANONICAL INTEGRAL
RANSFORMATION
lossless first-order optical system performs a linear ca-
onical integral transformation on the signal fir that
ppears at the system’s input:
firi → foro =Rfiriro. 6
f the system is described by a ray transformation matrix
whose submatrix B is nonsingular, the output signal
or=Rfiriro can be expressed in terms of the Collins
ntegral6,7,15:
foro =
expi
 det iB−

firiexpiri
tB−1Ari − 2ri
tB−1ro
+ ro
tDB−1rodri. 7
he phase factor expi in Eq. (7) can be chosen rather
rbitrarily, for instance to make transformations additive
n their determining parameters. As an important one-
imensional example we mention the fractional Fourier
ransformer11–13,16,17 with fractional angle  (and 0
) for which we have
foxo =	
expi/2
wi sin −

expi xo2 + xi2cos w2 sin  
exp− i2 xoxiw2 sin fixidxi  0,
fixo  = 0

 8
nd where we have chosen the phase angle  in Eq. (7)
uch that additivity for the fractional angle  holds17; note
hat by properly choosing17 the square root of i sin , ad-
itivity and 2 periodicity can be obtained for R. The
elation to the ray transformation matrix is clear: A=D
cos  and Bw−2=−Cw2=sin , [see Eq. (5)]. We remark
hat additivity and 2 periodicity also hold for the canoni-
al integral transformation with ray transformation ma-
rix MT M−1, and that the particular cases MT 0M−1f f
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fir and for= fi−r, respectively.
. EIGENVALUES AND EIGENVECTORS OF
NIMODULAR SYSTEMS
n the present paper we will eventually consider lossless
rst-order optical systems for which the ray transforma-
ion matrix T has unimodular eigenvalues n  =1; more-
ver, we will restrict ourselves to systems for which T can
e diagonalized. We recall that such systems and their di-
gonalizable ray transformation matrices Tu will be
alled unimodular. We will thus get the decomposition
Tu =QufQu
−1, 9
here f is a diagonal matrix with the (unimodular) ei-
envalues n of Tu on its main diagonal and where the
olumns of Qu are actually the eigenvectors of Tu. The
ubscript u in connection to a matrix will throughout be
sed to denote that we are dealing with the unimodular
ase; the subscript f will be used if the form of the matrix
o which it is attached is in agreement with the more spe-
ial case of a fractional Fourier transformer.
We first remark that if  is an eigenvalue of a real sym-
lectic matrix T, then * ,1 /, and 1/* are eigenvalues,
oo; as usual, complex conjugation is denoted by the su-
erscript *. Indeed, from the realness of T, we conclude
hat the characteristic equation detT−I=0 has real co-
fficients and that the eigenvalues are thus real or come
n complex conjugated pairs: If  is an eigenvalue, then *
s an eigenvalue, too. Moreover, from the symplecticity
ondition of Eq. (2) we get
detT−1 − I = detJTtJ − I = detJTt − IJ
= detTt − I = detT − I, 10
nd we conclude that if  is an eigenvalue, then 1/ is an
igenvalue, too. So for real symplectic matrices, the eigen-
alues come in complex quartets (if they are not unimo-
ular and not real), or in complex conjugated pairs (if
hey are unimodular, but not real), or in real pairs (in par-
icular, they are double if equal to +1 or −1).
Let qn be a (complex-valued) eigenvector of the sym-
lectic matrix T with (complex-valued) eigenvalue n:
qn=nqn. Note that in the context of this paper, which
eals with diagonalizable matrices, we may safely assume
hat the set of eigenvectors qn has full rank. We now con-
ider the inner product qn
t Jqm=−qm
t Jqn and get
nqn
tJqmm = TqntJTqm = qn
t TtJTqm = qn
tJqm, 11
here we have used the symplecticity property TtJT=J
see Eq. (2)]; hence,
nm − 1qn
tJqm = 0. 12
e conclude that the inner product qn
t Jqm vanishes, ex-
ept in the case of two partner eigenvectors qn and qm
q˜n, i.e., the pair of eigenvectors qn and q˜n with eigenval-
es n and ˜n that are each others’ inverses: n˜n=1.
gain, in the context of this paper, we need not consider
he particular case that both qn
t Jq˜n and n˜n−1 vanish si-
ultaneously: qt Jq˜ =0 would imply that q˜ is a linearn n nombination of all the other eigenvectors, in which case
he set of eigenvectors would not have full rank, and the
atrix T would not be diagonalizable.
Since we have freedom in choosing the lengths of the
igenvectors, we may choose them such that the inner
roduct of each pair of partner eigenvectors becomes
i :qn
t Jq˜n=−i. With a proper ordering of the eigenvalues
nto an eigenvalue matrix  as
 =  00 −1 , 13
nd with the corresponding ordering of the eigenvectors
s column vectors in an eigenvector matrix Q, both the ei-
envalue matrix  and the eigenvector matrix Q will
hen be symplectic: tJ=J and QtJQ=J. Note that
ymplecticity for complex symplectic matrices (like Q and
) is defined as usual by Eq. (2).
In the special case that the symplectic matrix T=Tu is
eal and unimodular, the eigenvector qn [with eigenvalue
n=expin] and its partner q˜n [with eigenvalue ˜n
1/n=exp−in=n
*] are related to each other as q˜n
iqn
*. This can directly be seen from the fact that (i) for a
eal symplectic matrix T we have the property that if
qn=nqn then Tqn
* =n
*qn
*, and (ii) for unimodularity we
ave the additional property that n
* =1/n= ˜n. We as-
ume again that the lengths of the eigenvectors have been
hosen such that qn
t Jq˜n=−i. The eigenvalue matrix 
ow takes the form
 =  00 −1 =  00 * f, 14
nd the eigenvector matrix Qu can be expressed as
Qu =
1
2a + ibw
−2 ia + ibw−2*w2
c + idw−2 ic + idw−2*w2 , 15
here w2 is an arbitrary diagonal matrix with positive
eal diagonal elements, which we will use for normaliza-
ion purposes later.
. SIMILARITY TO A FRACTIONAL
OURIER TRANSFORMER
he eigenvector matrix Qu can be decomposed as
Qu = a bc d 12 I iw
2
iw−2 I  MF, 16
ith
M = a bc d , 17
F =
1
2 I iw
2
iw−2 I  . 18
ymplecticity of the (real) matrix M follows directly from
he symplecticity of the (complex) matrix Qu, using the
ymplecticity condition of Eq. (2). The matrix F contains
s its columns the eigenvectors of the ray transformation
atrix of a separable fractional Fourier transformer;
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esponds to the Bargmann–Segal transform,18,19 [see also
ef. 15, p. 282, Remark: Complex canonical transforms,
q. (C.44)], which maps L2-space into Fock space and
hich bridges Fourier transformers and scale changers
Ref. 15, pp. 352–353, Remark: Fourier basis of aberra-
ions of F
 transformers).
Using Eq. (16), the decomposition of Eq. (9) can be ex-
ressed in the form
Tu =MFfF−1M−1 MTfM−1, 19
ith
Tf = FfF−1 = 
 + *
2
 − *
2i
w2
−
 − *
2i
w−2
 + *
2

 . 20
ince each diagonal element of the diagonal matrix  is
nimodular, n=expin=cos n+ i sin n, the submatrices
+* /2 and −* /2i of Tf are diagonal matrices with
lements cos n and sin n, respectively. And when we
ombine the angles n into a diagonal matrix , we may
xpress Tf as
Tf = w 00 w−1 cos sin− sin cosw−1 00 w .
21
rom the latter expression we conclude that Tf
Tf1 ,2 , . . .  is a separable fractional Fourier trans-
ormer (with scaling) with fractional angles 1 ,2 , . . ., cor-
esponding to rotations (with scaling) in phase space. We
nally conclude that any lossless unimodular first-order
ptical system (with a diagonalizable ray transformation
atrix Tu) is similar (in the sense of matrix similarity:
u=MTfM−1) to a separable fractional Fourier trans-
ormer (with scaling), where the fractional angles n cor-
espond to the phase angles of the unimodular eigenval-
es: n=expin.
. SOME EXAMPLES
efore we continue the development of our theory in Sec-
ion 7, we first consider some examples to elucidate the
oncepts introduced so far.
. One-Dimensional Case
n the one-dimensional case [with two unimodular eigen-
alues exp±i and thus a+d 2] we can formulate ex-
licitly the expression
a bc d =  cos  + gw2 sin  w2 sin − g2w2 + w−2sin  cos  − gw2 sin 
=  1 0− g 1 cos  w2 sin − w−2 sin  cos  1 0g 1
22
or the decomposition that results after the similarity
ransformation described above [see Eq. (19)], where 
nd w2 follow from a+d=2 cos  and b=w2 sin , and g fol-ows from a−d=2gb. Note that this decomposition (with 3
egrees of freedom) corresponds to a scaled fractional
ourier transformer [see Eq. (5)] embedded in between
wo lenses with opposite focal lengths [see the central ma-
rix in expression (4)].
Although a bit beyond the scope of this paper, we re-
ark that in the nonunimodular case [with eigenvalues
exp± or −exp±, and thus a+d 2], the ray trans-
ormation matrix can be decomposed in a more or less
imilar form as
a bc d =  1 0− g 1 ±cosh  ± w2 sinh ±w−2 sinh  ± cosh  
1 0g 1 , 23
here  and w2 (together with the proper choice of the
ign) follow now from a+d= ±2 cosh  and b= ±w2 sinh .
he decomposition is now built around a hyperbolic ex-
ander, whose optical realization is similar to that of the
ractional Fourier transformer setup (a) mentioned in
ection 2, but with a concave lens instead of a convex one
see also Ref. 15, p. 183, Example: Hyperbolic expanders).
. Orthosymplectic Class
f the ray transformation matrix is not only real symplec-
ic but also orthogonal, we call the system
rthosymplectic.15 The ray transformation matrix T of
uch an orthosymplectic system takes the general form
T = w 00 w−1 X Y− Y Xw−1 00 w , 24
here the two matrices X and Y can be combined into one
omplex matrix U=X+ iY that is unitary: U†=U−1. We re-
ark that the separable fractional Fourier transformer
see Eq. (21)] is clearly orthosymplectic, with Xf=cos
nd Yf=sin, and Uf=expi [see also Ref. 15, Section
0.3.2, Eq. (10.31)]. For the sake of convenience, we will
hoose w=I in the remainder of this section.
It is well known that a unitary matrix has unimodular
igenvalues and that it can be diagonalized (Ref. 14,
hap. 13). Moreover, it is not difficult to show that when
he unitary matrix U is diagonalized with a matrix P to
=PP−1, the corresponding orthosymplectic matrix can
e diagonalized as
T =  P iP*iP P*  00 * P iP*iP P* −1 Q fQ−1.
25
e remark that the class of orthosymplectic systems is an
mportant subclass of unimodular systems. Moreover, it
ill be clear that in the case of orthosymplectic systems,
t is much easier to work with the unitary DD matrix U
han to work with the orthosymplectic 2D2D matrix T.
The matrix P that diagonalizes the unitary matrix
,U=PP−1, can itself be made unitary, and we conclude
hat all three matrices in the cascade PP−1 are unitary.
hile the unimodular matrix  is the unitary represen-
ation of a separable fractional Fourier transformer, the
atrix P can also be considered as the unitary represen-
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zable, i.e., a system whose symplectic ray transformation
atrix is real. We thus conclude that for orthosymplectic
ystems there is a direct way from the decomposition U
PP−1 to T=MTfM
−1, with M the orthosymplectic
ystem whose unitary representation reads P, and that
e do not need the intermediate decomposition [Eq. (25)].
. Some Two-Dimensional Examples from the
rthosymplectic Class
n the two-dimensional case, with r= x ,yt and p
px ,pyt, basic members of the orthosymplectic class are,
part from the two-dimensional separable fractional
ourier transformer with ray transformation matrix
fx ,y and with the unitary representation
Ufx,y = expix 00 expiy , 26
he rotator (also called image gyrator20) and the gyrator
also called cross gyrator20).
These two systems can be described by the ray trans-
ormation matrices
Tr = 
cos  sin  0 0
− sin  cos  0 0
0 0 cos  sin 
0 0 − sin  cos 

 , 27
Tg = 
cos  0 0 sin 
0 cos  sin  0
0 − sin  cos  0
− sin  0 0 cos 

 28
see also Ref. 20, Eqs. (49) and (58)], as well as by the uni-
ary matrices
Ur =  cos  sin − sin  cos  , 29
Ug =  cos  i sin i sin  cos   , 30
espectively. We remark that a rotator with rotation angle
produces a rotation through the angle , both for the
patial variables x ,y and the spatial-frequency variables
px ,py, while a gyrator produces a rotation for the mixed-
ariables combinations x ,py and y ,px.
When we bring the unitary matrices Ur and Ug in
iagonal form by means of the unitary matrices Pr and
g ,Ur=PrrPr
−1 and Ug=PggPg
−1, we get
Pr =
1
21 ii 1expi
 00 expi
=U /4U 
, =P 
,, 31g f rPg =
1
21 − 11 1 expi
 00 expi
=Ur− /4Uf
, =Pg
,, 32
ith arbitrary values of 
 and , and
r = g = expi 00 exp− i =Uf,− . 33
ith Pr
 , ,Pg
 ,, and Uf ,− the unitary repre-
entations of the orthosymplectic systemsMr,Mg, and Tf,
espectively, we get
Mr =Mr
,
=
1
2
cos 
 − sin  sin 
 cos 
− sin 
 cos  cos 
 sin 
− sin 
 − cos  cos 
 − sin 
− cos 
 − sin  − sin 
 cos 

 ,
34
Mg =Mg
,
=
1
2
cos 
 − cos  sin 
 − sin 
cos 
 cos  sin 
 sin 
− sin 
 sin  cos 
 − cos 
− sin 
 − sin  cos 
 cos 


35
see also Ref. 20, Eq. (63)],
Tf = Tf,−  = 
cos  0 sin  0
0 cos  0 − sin 
− sin  0 cos  0
0 sin  0 cos 

 .
36
We remark that Tf ,− corresponds to a separable
ractional Fourier transformer with fractional angles 
nd − in the x and y directions, respectively. Moreover,
r
 , corresponds to a cascade of a  /4 gyrator
g /4 and a separable fractional Fourier transformer
f
 , [see Eq. (31)], whileMg
 , corresponds to a cas-
ade of a − /4 rotator Tr− /4 and such a separable
ractional Fourier transformer [see Eq. (32)]. We thus
ave the relations
Tr = Tg/4Tf,− Tg− /4, 37
Tg = Tr− /4Tf,− Tr/4, 38
here we have used the fact that the two separable frac-
ional Fourier transformers Tf
 , and Tf
−1
 , that
mbed Tf ,− cancel each others’ operations and might
s well be omitted. Note the correspondence between Eq.
38) and Eq. (62) of Ref. 20, with TrG ,Tg
X, and Tf ,−Y.
For the separable fractional Fourier transformer
 ,  itself, with the unitary representation U  , f x y f x y
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eed analogously. From the initial decomposition
Ufx,y =PffPf
−1 Uf
,Ufx,yUf
−1
,, 39
e are immediately led to the final decomposition
Tfx,y =MfTfMf
−1  Tf
,Tfx,yTf
−1
,. 40
e remark that Mf=Tf
 , is itself a separable frac-
ional Fourier transformer again, with arbitrary angles 

nd , and that the final cascade of Eq. (40) consists of
hree commuting separable fractional Fourier transform-
rs; moreover, Tf
 , and Tf
−1
 , obviously cancel each
thers’ operations.
. EIGENFUNCTIONS OF UNIMODULAR
YSTEMS
n this section we use the decomposition of Eq. (19) devel-
ped in Section 5, Tu=MTfM−1 to find explicit expressions
or the eigenfunctions that belong to the unimodular sys-
em described by the ray transformation matrix Tu. For
onvenience, we restrict ourselves to the two-dimensional
ase and write r= x ,yt; the ray transformation matrices
re now 44 matrices. The extension to more dimen-
ions, if necessary, is straightforward. Moreover, we will
se normalized variables r¬w−1r and p¬wp, and, con-
equently, normalized versions of the ray transformation
atrices T ,Tu ,Tf, and M:
T¬ w−1 00 wTw 00 w−1 . 41
ote that Tf then takes the form
Tf¬  cos sin− sin cos 42
see Eq. (21)], which is the usual (normalized) represen-
ation of a separable fractional Fourier transformer, and
hat M takes the form
a bc d¬ w−1 00 wa bc dw 00 w−1 .
43
We now determine the eigenfunctions nr of the lin-
ar canonical integral transformation foro=Rufiriro
hat corresponds to a unimodular system. Eigenfunctions
re defined in the usual way,
nro = nRunriro, 44
here n is the corresponding (unimodular) eigenvalue.
e recall11–13 that for the one-dimensional fractional
ourier transformer with fractional angle , the eigen-
unctions are the Hermite–Gauss functions
Hnx = 21/42nn! −1/2Hnx2exp− x2, 45
ith Hn· the Hermite polynomials (Ref. 14, Section 21);
he corresponding eigenvalues read n=exp−in.
SinceM is a real symplectic ray transformation matrix,
n orthonormal set of eigenfunctions of the system Tu
MTM−1 can be given explicitly, based on the fact thatfhe separable Hermite–Gauss functions Hn,mr
HnxHmy are eigenfunctions of the separable frac-
ional Fourier transformer Tfx ,y with fractional
ngles x and y in the x and y directions, respectively.
hese eigenfunctions of the system Tu, which we denote
y nr=Hn,mM r, follow from studying the propagation
f the separable Hermite–Gauss functions Hn,mr
HnxHmy through the first-order optical subsystem
ith ray transformation matrix M, and are most easily
etermined by their generating function21,22
21/2
deta + ib exp− s
ta + ib−1a − ibs
+ 2sta + ib−1r2 − rtd − ica + ib−1r
=
n=0


m=0

Hn,mM r 2n+mn! m!
1/2
sx
nsy
m, 46
ith s= sx ,syt, where a, b, c, and d are the submatrices
hat constitute the subsystem’s ray transformation ma-
rix M. An explicit form for these eigenfunctions has also
een derived22 and reads
Hn,mM r =
21/2
2n+mn+mn! m!deta + ib
P xnPym exp− rtd − ica + ib−1r, 47
ith the operators Px and Py defined as
PxPy = 2Vxy − Z/x/y , 48
here the matrices V and Z are related to M via
V = a − ibtd − ica + ib−1*,
Z = a − ibt. 49
e remark that the operators Px and Py commute since
Vt=VZt, which is a direct consequence of the symplectic-
ty of M.
That Hn,mM r are eigenfunctions of the first-order opti-
al system described by Tu=MTfM−1 can easily be seen as
ollows.21 If we apply the functions Hn,mM r to the cascade
TfM−1, the subsystem M−1 will transform them into
ermite–Gauss functions Hn,mr, which then pass the
eparable fractional Fourier transformer Tf only to be
ultiplied by a phase factor. The subsystem M finally
ransforms the Hermite–Gauss functions back into
n,m
M r. Note that the separable Hermite–Gauss func-
ions Hn,mr=HnxHmy themselves arise for M=I.
In the special case that M corresponds to an orthosym-
lectic system15 with unitary representation U=a+ ib
d− ic, the exponent in the generating function of Eq.
46) reduces to exp−U*stU*s+2U*str2−rtr,
rom which we conclude that an orthosymplectic system
oes not change the Gaussian dependence on r :
xp−rtr. This is also clear from the explicit form of Eq.
47), which now reads
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21/2P xnPym exp− rtr
2n+mn+mn! m!detU , 50
nd where the unitary matrix U and the matrices V and
that determine the operators Px and Py are related to
ach other by the relationship V=Z= a− ibt=U†=U−1
see Eqs. (49)].
. ALTERNATIVE DECOMPOSITION
n alternative decomposition of Tu=MTfM−1 can be ob-
ained when we represent the (normalized) symplectic
atrix M by means of its Iwasawa decomposition.23 In
articular we have (Ref. 15, Sections 9.5 and 10.2)
M = a bc d =  I 0−G IS 00 S−1 X Y− Y X ,
51
here the first matrix represents a lens described by the
ymmetric matrix
G = − cat + dbtaat + bbt−1, 52
he second matrix represents a magnifier described by the
ositive-definite symmetric matrix
S = aat + bbt1/2, 53
nd the third matrix represents an orthosymplectic sys-
em described by the unitary matrix
U = X + iY = aat + bbt−1/2a + ib. 54
ubstitution of the Iwasawa decomposition [Eq. (51)] into
he expression Tu=MTfM−1 leads to
Tu =  I 0−G IS 00 S−1
 X Y− Y X cos sin− sin cosXt − YtYt Xt 
S−1 00 S I 0G I . 55
The product of the three matrices in the middle of this
xpression,
 X Y− Y X cos sin− sin cosXt − YtYt Xt  , 56
s actually a product of three orthosymplectic matrices.
hen we represent these orthosymplectic matrices by
heir unitary representations U=X+ iY ,expi=cos
i sin, and U−1=Xt− iYt, respectively, we get the matrix
roduct U=U expiU−1, which expresses the diagonal-
zation of the unitary matrix U. Since the matrix U=X
iY can be considered again as the unitary representa-
ion of an orthosymplectic matrix, we are thus led to the
lternative decompositionTu =  I 0−G IS 00 S−1 X Y− Y XS
−1 0
0 S
 I 0G I . 57
The decomposition of Eq. (57) is different from the de-
omposition Tu=MTfM−1 that we had before and that in
etail reads
Tu = a bc d cos sin− sin cos dt − bt− ct at  .
58
n particular we note that the decomposition of Eq. (57)
as less degrees of freedom than the decomposition of Eq.
58), but still enough to reach all possible real symplectic
atrices with unimodular eigenvalues. For example, if we
re dealing with D-dimensional position and direction
ectors r and p, the 2D2D-dimensional symplectic ma-
rix Tu has 2D2+D degrees of freedom. This is the same
umber as we have in the decomposition of Eq. (57): D2
D /2 for the symmetric matrixG that describes the lens,
D2+D /2 for the symmetric matrix S that describes the
agnifier, and D2 for the unitary matrix X+ iY that de-
cribes the orthosymplectic system. The decomposition of
q. (58) has D more degrees of freedom, i.e., in addition to
he 2D2+D degrees of freedom of the symplectic matrix
, the D phase angles n of the unimodular eigenvalues
n n=1,2, . . . ,D. We thus conclude that the decomposi-
ion of Eq. (57) is better suited for the construction of uni-
odular first-order optical systems.
Note that in the one-dimensional case, the orthosym-
lectic matrix that appears in the Iwasawa decomposition
f Eq. (51) is described by the scalar u= a+ iba2
b2−1/2=expi, corresponding to a one-dimensional
ractional Fourier transformer [see also Ref. 13, Sec. 9.7,
n particular Eqs. (9.124)–(9.128)]. The decomposition of
q. (57) then reduces to what has already been mentioned
n Subsection 6.A.
. OPTICAL REALIZATION FOR THE CASE
=2
lthough the description of an optical realization is some-
hat beyond the scope of this paper, we will present such
realization for the sake of completeness. We remark,
owever, that optical realizations of the subsystems that
e will encounter can be found elsewhere as well. Note
hat in the case of D=2, we have r= x ,yt, and the matri-
es G ,S ,X ,Y, and U=X+ iY are 22 matrices.
It can be shown24 that in the special case of D=2, the
rthosymplectic subsystem in the decomposition of Eq.
57), described by the unitary matrix U=X+ iY, can be
ealized as a separable fractional Fourier transformer
fx ,y,
Ufx,y = expix 00 expiy , 59
mbedded in between two rotators Ur
 and Ur
see also Ref. 15, Eq. (10.32)]. We thus have
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Ufx ,yUr
. The fractional angles x and y
ollow from the relations24
expix + y = detU,
cosx − y = det X + det Y, 60
here the  phase ambiguity can be avoided by choosing
x+y2 and 0x−y. The rotation angles 

nd  can then be determined from the elements of the
atrices X and Y.
24 With 1 and 2 as the angles that
rise in the exponents of the unimodular eigenvalues n
exp±in of the unimodular ray transformation matrix
u [and of the unitary matrix U=UrUfx ,yUr
],
e easily derive the relationship
1,2 = x + y/2 ± arcoscos
 + cosx − y/2.
61
ence, unless the rotation angles of the rotators Ur

nd Ur satisfy the condition 
+=0, the fractional
ngles x and y of the separable fractional Fourier trans-
ormer Ufx ,y are not identical to 1 and 2.
While the rotators (with rotation angles 
 and ) can be
ealized by simply defining rotated coordinate systems,
he separable fractional Fourier transformer (with differ-
nt fractional angles x and y in the two perpendicular
irections) can be realized, for instance, by Lohmann’s
etup (a) as described in Section 2. We then have a com-
ination of two crossed cylindrical lenses (with different
ocal lengths fx and fy) preceded and followed by identical
istances z of free space, with proper rotations of the co-
rdinate systems before and after the separable fractional
ourier transformer. The D=2 fractional angles and the
D−1=2 rotation angles constitute D2=4 degrees of
reedom.
The lens in the decomposition of Eq. (57) is described
y the symmetric matrix G (or −G), which can be decom-
osed as
G = g11 g12g12 g22 =Urgg1 00 g2Ur− g, 62
here g1,2 = g11+g22 /2±g11−g22 /22+g122 and tan g
g11−g1 /g12 = g12/ g22−g1 = g12/ g2−g11= g2−g22 /g12
see also Ref. 15, Section 10.2.1, Lenses). This decomposi-
ion shows a possible realization of the two-dimensional
anamorphic) lens as a combination of two crossed cylin-
rical lenses whose focal lengths are defined by g1 and g2,
nd which is oriented at an angle g. The D=2 focal
engths and the DD−1 /2=1 orientation angle constitute
D+1 /2=3 degrees of freedom.
The magnifier in the decomposition of Eq. (57) is de-
cribed by the positive-definite symmetric matrix S (or
−1), which can again be decomposed as
S = s11 s12s12 s22 =Urss1 00 s2Ur− s 63
see Eq. (62); see also Ref. 15, Section 10.2.2, Magnifiers].
he (anamorphic) two-dimensional magnifier can thus be
ealized as a combination of two one-dimensional magni-
ers whose magnification factors are defined by s1 and s2,
nd which is oriented at an angle  . A one-dimensionalsagnifier (with reversion) can easily be realized by
eans of an ideal imaging system built around a thin (cy-
indrical) lens with focal distance f. The input plane of
his system is located a distance zi before this lens,
hereas its output plane is located a distance zo behind
he lens. To get ideal imaging we have of course the con-
ition 1/zi+1/zo=1/ f, and the magnification is then s
zo /zi. To compensate for an unwanted phase factor, we
eed a thin (cylindrical) phase-correcting lens with focal
istance fc either in the input plane, with fc=zi− f, or in
he output plane, with fc=zo− f.
Two crossed one-dimensional magnifiers, with different
atios s1=zo,1 /zi,1 and s2=zo,2 /zi,2, but with identical total
ength zi,1+zo,1=zi,2+zo,2, lead to a two-dimensional, sepa-
able magnifier. The D=2 magnification factors (and thus
he two corresponding focal lengths) and the DD−1 /2
1 orientation angle constitute again DD+1 /2=3 de-
rees of freedom. We remark that the reversion does not
isturb us, because it will be compensated by a second re-
ersion that appears in the second magnifier in the de-
omposition of Eq. (57). Note also that the phase-
orrecting lens might be combined with the lens that
orresponds to G (see above).
Of course, instead of using the decomposition of Eq.
57) [or Eq. (58)], the unimodular system Tu can be re-
uced to the normal Iwasawa decomposition of Eq. (51),
ike any first-order optical system, and can thus be real-
zed by using less optical elements than described above,
n particular two crossed cylindrical lenses for the sepa-
able fractional Fourier transformer that arises in the
rthosymplectic subsystem, two cylindrical lenses for the
agnifier, and two crossed cylindrical lenses for the an-
morphic lens (combined with the phase-correcting lenses
f the magnifier). In that case, however, the direct rela-
ionship between the system parameters and the optical
lements is lost.
0. CONCLUSIONS
nimodular systems and their associated signal transfor-
ations Ru are perfectly suited for fractionalization. As
n example we mention the common Fourier transforma-
ion in one dimension; its eigenvalues n [with corre-
ponding eigenfunctions nx=Hnx ,n=0,1, . . .] read
n=exp−in /2 and the eigenvalues 1,2 of its associated
ay transformation matrix Tf /2 read 1,2=exp±i /2.
eplacing the angle  /2 that arises in the eigenvalues by
n arbitrary phase angle leads to one version of the many
ossible fractionalized forms. This particular fractional-
zed form, the canonical fractional Fourier transforma-
ion, is the one that is commonly used in optics. The same
rocedure can be applied to all other unimodular trans-
ormations.
Now that we have shown that all unimodular systems
re similar to a separable fractional Fourier transformer,
u=MTfM−1, we have implicitly shown that the Fourier
ransformation is the key element in the fractionalization
f unimodular canonical integral transformations. More-
ver, the cascades of Eqs. (57) and (58) show direct optical
ealizations of such transformations.
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